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Analysis of deformation data at Parkfield, California:
Detection of a long-term strain transient
StephenS. Gao,• Paul G. Silver,and Alan T. Linde
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, D.C.

Abstract. Analysisof more than a decadeof high-quality data, particularly those
from the two-colorelectronicdistancemeter (EDM), in the Parkfield, California,
area reveals a significant transient in slip rate along the San Andreas Fault. This

transientconsistsof an increasein fault slip rate of 3.3 + 0.9 mm/yr during 1993.0
to 1998.0. The most reliable fault creep instruments show a comparable increase
in slip rate, suggestingthat the deformation is localized to the fault which breaks
the surface. There was also an increasein precipitation around 1993. It is unlikely,
however, that this anomaly is due directly to hydrology, as its spatial distribution
is what would be expected for increased slip on the San Andreas Fault. The
increasein slip rate correspondstemporally to a dramatic increasein seismicity,
includingthe four largestearthquakesin the period 1984-1999 that occurredalong
a 6-km segmentof the fault just to the north of the EDM network. There was

alsoa previouslyreportedanomalyin boreholeshearstrain [Gwytheret al., 1996]
that closelycorrespondstemporally to the transient in EDM data. Solely on the
basisof EDM data the transient can be modeledas a slip event on a 10-kin-long
segmentof the fault. The calculated shear strains from this model, however,are
not consistentwith the observedones. A compatible model can be found if there is
increasedaseismicslip to the northwest in conjunction with the four earthquakes.
Support for this northwesternslip is provided by a recent study of slip rate basedon
microearthquake activity. We speculate that this northwestern event served to load
the fault to the southeast,with the stressbeing partially releasedby the observed
slip.
1.

Introduction

ever, some notable exceptions,namely, a few studies of
aseismicslip unrelated to significantearthquakes. Such
Spatialvariationsin sliprate alongmajor plate boundeventspossesstime constantsrangingfrom daysto more
aries suchas the San AndreasFault (SAF) have been
than a year. One exampleis a 10-dayevent detectedby
well-establishedthrough intensivegeodeticstudiesdur-

ing the last 2 decades. These studieshave played an
important role in understandingthe dynamicsof plate
boundaryzones,as well as in assessing
earthquakehazard. The phenomenonof transients(i.e., temporalvariations) in fault slip rate has receivedmuch lessattention, primarily becauseof the rarity (until recently)
of instrumentationcapableof detectingsuchchanges.
Most previousgeodeticstudiesof transientsalong the
San AndreasFault systemhave focusedon signalsdirectly related to major earthquakes,such as postseismic deformation[e.g., $hen et al., 1994; Wyatt et al.,
1994; Massonnetet al., 1996]. There have been, how-
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Linde et al. [1996]and interpretedas aseismicslowslip
alongthe San AndreasFault system.At longerperiod,
Gwytheret al. [1992]detecteda multiyear transient

beginning about a year before the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake, using data from a single borehole tensor
strainmeter.

On the basis of data from two such in-

struments,Gwytheret al. [1996]proposedthat a shear
strain anomaly occurredin the Parkfield area during
1993-1994. Becausethat study was based on only two
sites from a single instrument type and becausesuch
a multiyear transient is at the long-period end of the
band where borehole instruments are typically used,
the existenceof the shear strain anomaly proposedby
Gwytheret al. [1996]has becomean issueof debate.
This, in turn, has motivated a more intense examina-

tion of the Parkfield deformationdata set, including
data that are more appropriate for studying multiyear
transients. Here we examinethe possibilityof a tempo-
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ral variation in slip rate using data from the two-color
laser electronicdistancemeter (EDM) for the past 15
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years, as well as other data sets.
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This systematic analysis reveals the existence of a itation (Figure 1). Our analysis,as well as the known
strain transient that is best characterizedby variation instrumentcharacteristics
of variousstrain measuring
in fault slip rate along the San Andreas Fault. There techniques, show that the EDM data are most effective
was a significant increasein slip rate between 1993.0 in detecting multiyear transients. The EDM network at
and 1998.0, possibly preceded by a reduction in the Parkfield consists of a central monument and more than
slip rate from 1991.0 to 1993.0. The 1993-1994 strain a dozenreflectors
(Figure2). The distances
fromthe

anomalyproposedby Gwytheret al. [1996],basedon
tensor strain data, is likely related to the slip rate increase. Such long-term variations in slip rate are im-

central monument to a network of reflectors are measured several times each week with a two-color laser

distance-measuring
device. This techniqueis capable
portant, sincethey signaleithera changein the driving' of resolvinglength changesof about I mm over the 1stress,frictional resistanceon the fault, or both. Pos- to 9-kin-longbaselines
[BakunandLindh,1985;Burford
sible sourcesof temporal variations include local stress and Slater, 1985;Langbeinet al., 1990, 1995;Langbein
redistributiondue to nearby events,the local response and Johnson,1997].The useof two laserbeamsreduces
to distant effectssuchas subtle changesin plate mo- the influenceof atmosphericvariations.
tion [e.g.,Pressand Allen, 1995;Romanowicz,
1993], Sixteenbaselines
are usedin the study (Figure2).
viscoelastic
relaxationfrom distantearthquakes[Pollitz The observationsof distancechangecontainnoisefrom
and Sacks,1995; Pollitz et al., 1998], or environmen- threesources:
(1) short-terminstrument
instability,(2)
tally induced variationsin frictional resistanceto slip localizedmovement
at theremotereflectorsites,and (3)
through pore pressurevariationsin the fault zone.

localized movement of the central monument at CARR.

2.

tion of each measurement is estimated from individual

Concerningthe first noise source,the standard deviaData

Several types of data recorded in the Parkfield area
are systematicallyanalyzed, includingdata from EDM,
fault creep,boreholetensorand dilatational strain, local seismicity,and water level, as well as daily precip-120" 36'

measurementsduring a period of severalminutes. This
is a relatively small sourceof error for multiyear time
periodswhenslopesare beingestimated. Noisefrom the
other two sourcesis dominated by random walk noise
(seebelow) and is the most significantsourceof error.
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Figure 1. Locationsof deformation-measuring
instrumentsand seismicityin the Parkfieldarea.
Shadeddots are epicentersof earthquakesfor the time period of 1984.0-1999.2
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The electronicdistancemeter (EDM) networkand other strain-measuring
instru-

ments used in the study. The central monument of the EDM network is located at Carr Hill

(CARR), whichis on the westsideof the SanAndreasFault (SAF) and hasa geographic
coordinate of N35.888 ø and W120.430 ø. The 16 baselinesused in the study between the reflectors
and the central monument are divided into four groups accordingto their spatial relationship
to the SAF. Monuments representedby solid triangles are located in the north quadrant; those

representedby solid squaresare in the east quadrant;diamondsare in the south;and hexagons
are in the westquadrant. Also shownare two boreholedilatometers(FRDS and GH1S, circles),
two boreholetensorstrainmeters(FLT and EDT, open triangles), and two creepmeters(XVA1
and XTA1, opensquares).Small dotsare epicentersof earthquakesfor the time periodof 1984.01999.2. Small stars denote the four large earthquakesthat occurred between the end of 1992 and
end of 1994. Large star denotesthe 1966 Parkfield earthquake.
Remote reflectornoiseis uncorrelatedamong baselines
and therefore can be recognizedwhen all baselinesare
used, assumingthat there is a coherent component to
the deformation. The third sourceof error, that is, the
movement of the central monument at CARR, is the
most serioussourceof error for our study. For faultcrossingbaselines,length changesresulting from faultparallel movement of CARR cannot be distinguished
from rigid block motion on the other side of the fault.

time interval, customarily taken to be 1 year. Random
walk noise appears to dominate for the multiyear time

periodsthat we are interestedin [Johnsonand Agnew,
1995].

For illustration the 16 baselinesused in the study are
divided into four groupsaccordingto their spatial relationshipwith the SAF (Figure 2). Becauseof fault slip
along the SAF, baselinelengths in the northern group
are expectedto decrease,and those in the eastern group
This is not true, however, for stations on the same side are expected to increasewith time. The observedvariof the fault, and this fact, in principle, providesa means ations of baseline lengths are shown in Figure 3. For
of separatingthe two effects. The distanceerrorsr•(t) the fault-crossingbaselines(Figure 3) the slopesof the
for individual baselinesare a combinationof temporally time series, which range from near zero to about 10
independentGaussiannoisea(t) and temporally corre- mm/yr, are approximatelyproportionalto cos0, where
lated randomwalk noisefi(t) [e.g.,Johnsonand Agnew, 0 is the angle between the SAF and the baseline. This
1995], that is, r•(t) = a(t)+ fi(t). The randomwalk is the expected relation for rigid block motion along a
noiseat timet is givenby fi(t) = arv•, wherear is the fault, becausefor rigid block motion along a fault with
random walk noise standard deviation for a reference
slip rate R, the observedslope S - R cos0. For the
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Figure 3.
Time seriesof EDM baseline changesfor the period 1984.0-1999.2. Error bars
representone standard deviation of the measurementsdue to white noise. The data also contain

randomwalk noise(seetext). (a) Fault-crossingbaselines,(b) Baselinesnot crossingthe fault.

non-fault-crossing baselinesthe slopes are small, less

than 3.5 mm/yr, and are not obviouslyrelated to 0, as
would be expected if the motion of the central monument were the cause. Such motions are probably the result of localized

movement

at the remote reflector

sites

or of more diffuse deformation that is not well representedby a rigid block model. The spatial patterns of
baselineslopewill be different from CARR motion and
block fault motion. Motion of CARR will show up in all
baselinesand will be related to the geographicazimuth
of the baseline, while block fault motion will showup in
fault-crossingbaselinesonly and will be related to the
azimuth with respectto the fault trace.

Figure 4 showsderrendedrecordsthat shouldreveal
deviations

from secular strain accumulation.

There are

several componentsin the residual time series. First,
as is clear from Figure 4, several of the baselines,particularly BARE, MIDE, POMO, and TODD show a
strong annual cycle. The annual cycle is most probably
due, directly or indirectly, to precipitation. The sensitivity to precipitation varies with baseline, depending on several factors such as rock properties, topography, reflector installation conditions,and the aquifer
system beneath the reflectors. The five fault-crossing

baselineswhich are nearly parallel to the SAF (thus
showingthe maximum effect of fault slip) and with a
low annual cycle, BUCK, CANN, HUNT, TURK, and
GOLD, show systematic variations in baseline length

as a function of time (Figure 4). The two baselines
in the north quadrant (BUCK and CANN) have con-
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cave downwardshapes,while the three baselinesin the
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teristics of the data shown in Figure 4, are pre-1991.0,

east quadrant(HUNT, TURK, and GOLD) havecon- 1991.0-1993.0, and 1993.0-1998.0, with corresponding
cave upward shapes. The turning points of the curves velocitiesVOl, Vli, and V2i, for the ith baseline(line
are approximately at the beginningof 1993. Because shorteningis taken to be positive). We also allow for
the sense of motion in the two quadrants is opposite,

the observationssuggestan increasein fault slip rate
after 1993.0 and perhaps a decreasebefore 1993.0, as
discussed in Section 2.1.

2.1.

Estimation

of Baseline

Velocities

and

SAF

Fault Slip
We assume that the time series of a baseline can be

representedas a piecewisecontinuousfunctionconsisting of three time periodswith possiblydistinctconstant
velocities. The three time periods, based on the charac-

the presenceof an annual cycle of arbitrary amplitude
and phaseto accountfor hydrologiceffects.The length
di(t) of the baselineat time t is represented
by

di(t) - bi - VOl x (t - to) q-qSi(t)q-•]i(t)
(t _• 1991.0),
di(t) - bi - VOl x (1991.0- to) -Vli x (t- 1991.0)
q-qSi(t)q-•]i(t)
(1991.0< t _• 1993.0),
di(t) - bi-VOi x (1991.O-to)-Vli x (1993.0-1991.0)
-V2i x (t - 1993.0)+ c)i(t) + •i(t)
(1993.0< t •_ 1998.0),
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Figure 4. LinearlydetrendedEDM baselinechanges
plottedas a functionof the anglethe
baselinemakeswith the SAF (clockwise
from northwest).Darkerlinesrepresentfault-crossing
baselines
with low hydrological
contamination(i.e., low annualcycles).
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wherebi is the measuredbaselinelengthat the beginning for the time seriesto, •i(t) is measurement
error,
and •i(t) = Ai sin(2•rt)+ Bi cos(2•rt).The two freeparametersAi and Bi determinethe phaseand amplitude
of the annual cycle.
We assume that the velocities include tectonic motion
and the nontectonic motion of the remote station and
the central monument CARR. We will treat the nontec-

2)p and C'(0,1,2)n, respectively
(Table1). As in the
first approach,the resultingvelocityestimatefor AV2
(3.0+0.4mm/yr) is significantly
differentfromzero,althoughA V1 is not. For A V1 mostof the signalhas
beenabsorbed
into Clp. Thereis clearlya trade-offbetweenthesetwo parametersduring 1991.0-1993.0.If it
were possibleto place an upper bound on CARR mo-

tion, in particularthe differentialmotionbetweenpre-

tonic motionas a randomwalk-dominatederror fii(t) 1991.0 and 1991.0-1993.0, then one could further assess
and useestimatesof this errorprovidedby J. Langbein the significance
of the signalduring1991.0-1993.0.
(personalcommunication,
1997) in the form of rri at a
Data Sets
period of 1 year. We use least squaresto solvefor the 2.2. Other Deformation
three velocities,together with bi, Ai, and Bi. For mulAs noted in Sectionl, there are severaldeformation
tiyear estimates of velocity the standard deviations in
data setsavailableat Parkfieldthat may be compared
the three velocitiesfor a random walk noiseprocessare to the aboveresults. They are either noisier,as with

rrv= rri/Vr•,whereT isthetimeinterval
in yearsover the creepmeterdata, or lessstableat multiyearperiod,
which the particular velocity estimate is being made as with the boreholestrain data. It is, nevertheless,
in[Johnson
andAgnew,1995].The randomwalknoisefor
the 12 remote stationswith low annual cyclesranges
from0.9to 2.9mm/x/•.
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in Section2, for fault slip betweentwo rigid blocksthe

1997).
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correspondto reduction and increase in slip rate for
1991.0-1993.0and 1993.0-1998.0, respectively.We find
that AV2 is significantlydifferentfrom zero at the 95•
level of confidence,while A V1 is not.
In the secondapproachwe solve explicitly for the

inversion was removed from the baseline. The fitted and

fault-parallelandfault-normalCARR velocitiesC'(0,1,

observed
tracesare offsetfor the purposeof display.

Figure 5. Observed
(boldlines)andfitted (thinlines)
changesin fault-crossingEDM baselinelengths. The
left graphs show the original data and their fits. In
the right graphsthe pre-1991.0velocityfoundfrom the
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(a) Pre-1991.0 (V0i), (b) 1991.0-1993.0(AV1i), and (c) 1993.0-1998.0(AV2i)
baselineslopesobtainedfrom approach1, plotted againstcos0, where 0 is the angle between
the baselineand the $AF. Diamonds representfault-crossingbaselines,and circlesare non-fault-

crossingbaselines.The fitting is basedon low annualcyclefault-crossing
baselinesthat are nearly
parallelto the fault (soliddiamonds,
seetext). Alsoshown(crosses
in (a) and (b)) arethe nearly
identicalvelocityestimates(VOi and AV2i) from two creepmeters.Note goodconsistency
with
EDM

data.
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Table 1. Results of Inversion from Approach Two
Number
1
2
3

Name
v0
AV1
AV2

Velocity,mm/yr

SD,• mm/yr

10.4
-0.6
3.0

0.5
0.8
0.4

4

COp

0.0

5

C0•

1.2

0.3

6

Clp

-1.7

0.6
0.4

pre-1991.0 velocity
1991.0-1993.0 velocity
1993.0-1998.0 velocity
CARR pre-1991.0 SAF-parallel velocity

0.4

7

C1•

-1.1

8

C2p

-0.4

0.4

9

C2•

1.1

0.2

aStandard

Description

CARR
CARR
CARR
CARR
CARR

pre-1991.0 SAF-normal velocity
1991.0-1993.0 SAF-parallel velocity
1991.0-1993.0 SAF-normal velocity
1993.0-1998.0 SAF-parallel velocity
1993.0-1998.0 SAF-normal velocity

deviation

structive to make comparisonswith these data, as they
sampledeformation in different ways. In order to make
the most direct comparisons,we only consider stations
whose locations overlap geographically with the EDM
network. In addition, because of instrumental limitations, we consider only subsetsof these data that are

the same signal, namely, a change in strain rate ap-

proximatelyat the beginningof 1993 (Figure 7). The
inferredchangein strain rate is 2/• strain/yr for FRDS
and 1.6/• strain/yr for GHIS. The similarity of signals
suggeststhat the sourceof strain is not localized. An
infinitely long strike-slip fault, however, will have no

least likely to havesystematicerrors (Figure 2).

dilatation, and it is only the end effectsthat could pro2.2.1. Creepmeters.
Perhaps the closestin char- ducesignificantcontraction. At this point we note that
acter to the EDM instruments are the creepmeters the timing is roughly consistentwith the onset of the

[Schulzet al., 1982]. They are similar in conceptto
EDM except that the baselinesare much shorter: 30 m

transient(changebeginsa few monthsbeforethe EDM
anomaly)but that the sizeof the signalis probablynot.

versusseveralkilometers. Although there are no avail- We will address this further in Section 3.
The other relevant borehole strain data set consists
able estimates of creepmeter noise levels, which means
we cannot assignuncertainties to our velocity estimates, of the three-component strainmeter records used in the
we take the estimated secular velocity as a noise indica- Gwyther et al. [1996] study. As noted previously,
tor. In particular, we limit ourselvesto those creepmeters that recover the secular rate of approximately 10
mm/yr as inferredfrom the EDM data. Becausecreepmeters make a 30ø angle with the fault, they shouldbe
FRDS
seeing87% of the full slip rate. Only two well-behaved
stationsyield sucha rate: XVA1 and XTA1, averaging

about 9 mm/yr (Figure 6). Using the sameequations
as for the EDM data, the estimated velocities AV2 for

both stationsare approximately3 mm/yr, nearly identical to that inferred from the EDM data (Figure 6).
Taken at face value, this suggeststhat the creep data

-2

are detecting the same anomaly as the EDM data and
furthermore that the EDM length changesare due to
very localizedfault slip on the San Andreas Fault that
breaks the surface.
2.2.2.

Strainmeters.

-6

We next consider the strain

data that are containedwithin the EDM network (Figure 2), namely, the dilatometers[Sackset al., 1971]
and three-component
tensorstrainmeters[Gladwinand
Hart, 1985].Forthe dilatometers,of the stationswithin
the EDM network, VCDS, FRDS, DLDS, and GHIS
were in continuousoperation during the experiment; we
excludeVCDS becauseof an extremely large annual cycle and DLDS becauseof a very large exponential decay

-7

-8
-9
-10

90

92

94

96

98

Time (year)

Figure

7.

Detrended volumetric strain recorded

[Gwyther,1995]. This leavesFRDS and GHiS. Using by boreholedilatometersFRDS (solid line) and GHIS
1989.0-1991.0 to define the exponential decay and any (dotted line). The locationsof the two stations are
additional linear baseline,both stationsshowessentially

shown on Figure 2.
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these authors reported a shear-strain anomaly at sta-

tionsEDT and FLT (Figure 2), beginningin 1993,that
they modeled as a buried, northward and upward propagating right-lateral strike-slipsource. Gwyther et al.

focusedon matchingthe two surfacedeviatoriccomponentsof the strain tensor e, ffl - exx -eyy and
•2 = 2exy,wherex and y correspond
to the east and
north directions,respectively.An equivalent(and perhaps more physical)representationis in terms of the
orientation O and size E1 of the extensional principal

strainE1 -- E•&z&z,whereE1 -- 1/2(ffz
2 + %2)•/2and
O satisfiesthe expressiontan(20) - ff2/ffl, taking O
to be the counterclockwiseangle of the unit vector &l
with respectto east. For right-lateral simple shearwith
the shearplane striking northwest(roughly parallel to

the San AndreasFault) O - 90ø (north-south). The
approximatevaluesof theseparametersfor the two sta-
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and lows occurringfrom May to October; at multiyear
periodsthesedata reflectthe end of a severedroughtin
1990 or perhaps 1991, after which there was a clear increasein yearly rainfall starting from 1993, althoughthe
1994 rainy seasonproduced precipitation that is comparable to the pre-1990 period.
Since the increasein precipitation roughly coincides
with the onset of the slip transient, it is natural to ask
whether

there

is a connection

between

the two.

In-

deed, six of the eight Parkfield wells show an increase
in water level, relative to pre-1993.0, which could be
interpreted as the filling of subsurfaceaquifers by this

time. The observedtransientcouldbe (1) directly due
to hydrology,say, by deformation due to the filling of
aquifers,(2) indirectlyrelated,througha hydrologically
inducedchangein fault porepressure(and consequently
frictionalresistanceto fault slip), or (3) simply coinci-

tionsfor 1993-1996are (El, O) -- (1 x 10-7/yr,-30 ø) dentally related to the hydrologicalchanges.
for FLT and (E•, O) - (3 x 10-7/yr, +30ø) for EDT.
Regardingthe EDM data, the first possibilityis highly
The temporal behavior of the strain data is strikingly

unlikely, in that the spatial pattern of displacementhas

similarto that seenin the EDM (e.g.,BUCK) data [see all of the characteristicsof fault slip. Indeed, the spatial
Gwytheret al., 1996],both beginningin the first quar- pattern of slip is nearly the same as the pattern for the
ter of 1993, suggestinga closeconnectionbetweenthe

2.3. Possible Role of Precipitation/Hydrology

secularvelocitychangeoverthe last decade,which is indisputably tectonic in origin. It may be, however,that
some of the data, such as the dilatometer data, have
been affecteddirectly by hydrology.It has been argued

One possiblyimportant sourceof nontectonicsignal
is precipitation, through its effect on subsurfacehydrology. Daily and annual rainfall data obtained by averaging data from severalsites in the Parkfield area are
shownin Figure 8. There is a clear annual cycle with
the highsbeing in the monthsfrom Novemberto April

strain are more susceptibleto hydrologicalphenomena
than deviatoric strain. Concerningthe other explanations, the possibility remains that increasedprecipitation produceda changein fault pore pressure,although
there is presently no independent means of verifying

two data

sets.

[e.g., Gwytheret al., 1996]that dilatation and areal

this.

2.4.
150

Transient Deformation

and Seismicity

Most of the seismicityin the Parkfield region occurs
along the creepingsectionof the SAF (Figures i and

120

2). Shownin Figure 9 is the temporalvariationin
,,•

60

seismicity for the period of 1984.0 to 1999.2 within a

30

circle of radius 10 km centered at CARR.
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Figure 8.
Daily and yearly rainfall data averaged
from severalsites in the Parkfield area (E. Roelofts,
personalcommunication,1999). (a) Raw daily rainfall data, (b) Amount of rainfall per year. The time
windowsused are I year in length and are centeredon
January i of the years.

This zone in-

cludesmost of the area coveredby the instrumentation
but excludes earthquakes from other areas. We used
the northern California catalog archivedby the University of California, Berkeley,SeismologicalStation. Only
events with magnitude >_ 1.3 are used to assure completeness. Whether seismicity is measured by numbers

of events(Figures9a and 9b) or by momentrelease(Figure 9c), there is a clear increasein seismicityafter the
end of 1992. During the 15-year period between 1984
and 1999, there have been only four eventswith magnitude of 4.2 or larger that occurredin the area, and all of
them occurred

between

the end of 1992 and the end of

1994. As illustrated in Figure 2, these eventsoccurred
over a roughly 6-km length of fault just to the north of
the EDM network and at a depth of about 9 kin. As
with the other data sets, the temporal correspondence
suggestsa connectionwith the observedtransient.
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fault fails to provide the large differencebetweenfaultcrossingand non-fault-crossinglines that is observedin
the data.

In order to assessthe compatibility with the tensor
strain data, we have calculated the shear strain field

for the EDM-based model. As shownin Figure 10, the
predicted orientationsof Ez actually do a poor job of
matching the observed orientations for stations EDT
and FLT. Indeed, the predicted and observed orientations are nearly orthogonal. The observed orienta-

z

tions are more consistent with the end effects from the

400

southeasternend of a right-lateral strike-slip fault, so
one way to producethe observedorientationsis to limit

(b)

the southeastern fault extent to no farther than CARR.

200 -

This is, of course,incompatible with the EDM displacements, so that if both data sets are considered, the
EDM-based

0

model must be modified.

One way to satisfy both data sets is to add a zone
of increasedright-lateral slip (i.e., significantlygreater

than 3.3 mm/yr) farther to the northwest.This possi4

3-

(c)

2-

bility is motivated by the occurrenceof the four events
that took place within this northwestern zone during
the first 2 years of the transient (Figure 2). On the
basis of their magnitude we estimate the slip on these

l

faults to be of the order of 6 cm and fault dimension

1-

to

be about 2 km. All four events occurred at about 9-km

0
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''1''1''1''1
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Figure 9. Temporal variations of seismicityfor the
period of 1984.0 to 1999.2 in a circle of radius 10 km

depth. We assumethat there was aseismicslip accompanying these events and consider a model in which
there is slow slip within adjacent regions of the fault
and with overall slip comparable to that inferred from
the earthquakes. In particular, we consider an event

characterizedby slip from 2-km to 9-km depth (above
centeredon CARR. The minimummagnitudeis 1.3. (a) the depthsof the eventsbut not breakingthe surface)
Number of eventsper day, (b) Accumulatednumberof and extending over a 15-kin length of fault that conevents, (c) Accumulatedmoment release. Note large tains the epicentersof the four events(Figure 11). We
increasein moment releasebeginningat the end of 1992.

imposean accumulatedslip over 5 years that is equal to

6 cm (coseismic
slip) or 12 mm/yr. We note that while

The EDM data examined in this study are consistent
with a simple model of time-variable slip along the San
Andreas Fault at Parkfield. As a way of further constraining the geometry of the transient and of checking the compatibility with other data sets, we use the

the coseismicdisplacementsthemselves are too small,
by an order of magnitude, to accountfor the observed
transient signals,the slow slip doesgive the correctorientation of Ez and ratio of strain magnitudes at the
two tensor strain stations, although the calculated values are too small by about a factor of 2.
This model thus predicts that there should be a significant deformation transient along this northwestern
segmentin addition to the observedslip to the south-

codeof Okada[1992]to calculatethe displacement
and

east.

strain fields from dislocation

face instrumentation to test this hypothesis, there is
subsurfaceinformation in the form of fault zone slip
rate estimates, based on the recurrence times of mi-

3.

3.1.

Discussion

Modeling

the Deformation

Transient

sources embedded

within

an elastic half-space. The transient in the EDM and
creep data can be modeled as a vertical right-lateral
fault that extends from the surface to 9-km depth with

We

note

that

while

there

is no relevant

sur-

croearthquakes.Nadeauand McEvilly [1999]have rea uniformslip of 3.3 mm/yr (Figure 10), althoughthe cently performedsuchestimatesin the Parkfield region,
depth extent is not well constrained.
With these parameters fixed, there are two additional
parameters to estimate, namely, the fault length and
location. The shortest fault that provides a visually
acceptable fit to the EDM and creep data is 10 km
long and centered2 km southeastof CARR. A shorter

and they have, indeed, detectedan increasein fault slip
rate beginningin 1993. The largest increaseis observed
for the 10-km length of fault centeredon the epicenterof

the 1966 Parkfieldevent (Figure 2) over a depth range
of about 2 to 10 km. The estimated slip rate increaseis

about 10 mm/yr. The centerof activity subsequently

GAO ET AL.' ANALYSIS OF DEFORMATION

migrates to the southeast. All of this activity takes

3.2.

place within the northwestern fault zone defined in our
model, and the inferred slip rate is similar to what we

collected

fit to much of the deformation

data

at Parkfield.

6

3

i

-

I

.

in frictional

resistance

on the fault.

Is it

possibleto tell the difference between these two possibilities? We note that the signal in the EDM data is
dominated by slip on the fault itself, while the main di-

suc•'

iCANN
1

agnosticfor loading/releaseis actuallythe senseof shear
strain away from the fault: either strain accumulation
or strain release. Thus, in principle, the combined use of
theseshort- and long-baselinedata can be usedto assess

0

'

GO
•,D
HUI•
*T•

'

i,

-3

-6
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The existenceof a transient increasein fault slip rate
along the San Andreas Fault at Parkfield requiresthat
there has been either a changein the loading stress, a
reduction of frictional resistance on the fault, or both.
In the first case the change in slip rate is interpreted
as being due to a transient stressincreasethat is only
partially released by the transient slip. In the second
casethe slip representsa transient releaseof stressfrom

have used. Thus the simple model that we proposeprovides a reasonable

DATA AT PARKFIELD,

-6

the stress/strainstate of the fault related to transients.

I "

Taken at face value, the tensor strain data are more consistent with loading rather than a releaseof stress. We
speculatethat a combinedevent, consistingof the four
seismic events, associated slow slip, and increased microearthquakeactivity along the northwesternsegment,
loaded the southeasternsegment. That stresshas been
partially releasedby the observedslip transient farther

(a)'

......

-3

0

Calculatedbaselinechangerate

southeast.

4.

Conclusions

We have detected a deformation transient, whose
most direct manifestation is an increasein the fault slip
rate along the San Andreas Fault at Parkfield. On the
basisof EDM data we find an increasein slip rate of 3.3

mm/yr beginningin 1993and continuingthrough1997.
This slip rate is also observed on two of the more reliable creepmeterswithin the EDM network, suggesting
that the slip is very localized to the fault and extends to
the surface. These data can be modeledby uniform slip

Figure 10.

Predicted baseline changesand shear

strains from a strike-slip fault model consistent with

the EDM data. (a) ObservedversuscalculatedEDM
baselinechangefor low annual cycle baselinesfor tran-

sient1993.0-1998.0.The fault lengthis 10 km (centered

Distance from C ARR (km)

2 km southeast of C ARR

which is at the center of the

map) and extendsfrom surfaceto 9-kin depth. Strike
...............1..............t..........

,,

of the fault is taken to be 38 ø west of north.

I,

The ac-

cumulatedslip for this modelis 16.5 mm (3.3 mm/yr)
alongthe entire fault. Solid circlesare low annual cycle
fault-crossingbaselines.Positive valuescorrespondto a

decreasein baselinelength. (b) The predictedorientation of principalextensionalstrain E1 (thin bars) and
the observed values at two borehole

(c)
-20-15-10-5

0

5

10 15 20

Oistalncefrom CARR alongSAF (km)

tensor strain

sites

(bold barswith dot) alongwith projectionof fault onto
surface(long bar). Note that this model adequately
fits EDM data but doesnot fit the E1 orientation.(c)
Schematic

cross-section of fault

model.

Stars denote

epicentersof the four large events projected onto the
fault plane.
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over a 10-km-long fault centeredjust south of the central EDM monument CARR. This increasein slip rate
was most probably due to the loading of this segment
of the fault by greater slip farther to the northwest.

6
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